
Raines GS12 Rick H 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 

Dreyer GS13 Kelly A 
Friday, March 16, 2001 11:16 AM 
Raines GS12 Rick H 
Paul GS13 Neal N; Sakai GM14 Craig K; Jungreis Capt Jeremy N; Reed Jr Maj Leslie H; 
James Brennan (E-mail); Baker GM13 Carl H 

Subject: REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION 

Rick, 

As we discussed earlier, here is a summary of what I see needs to be clarified and sent to ATSDR in writinlg. The Royal 
Netherlands Navy also requested the same information. 

I am aware that you and Carl have already put most of these items together, but prior to releasing them, let’s make sure 
they are accurate. It would also be useful to know what reports the new data contradicts. For starters, I am aware that the 
1998 ATSDR report has some incorrect well construction dates, and mistakenly assumes that the Holcomb Blvd plant 
always supplied water to certain housing areas. There may also be other reports, correspondence, etc that needs to be 
clarified. 

Areas which require research/clarification/documentation 

(1) Which water supply systems served which base locations (including housing areas) from construction/operation to 
present? 
(2) When were wells that supplied water systems constructed, closed, sampled, and what were the results? 
(3) Where are all the present/former Dry Cleaners located on base? Which ones were merely drop off poit-rts? 
(4) Where are other suspected sources of TCUPCE on base (i.e. motor pool areas, UST areas, etc.) 

Don’t limit your analysis to TT and Hadnot point areas, we also need information from MCAS, Camp Geiger, etc. 

In addition to setting the record straight, this information will help us answer questions on the Toll free line ‘as well as 
provide written responses to the numerous citizen and congressional inquiries we receive. 

I appreciate your help and look forward to hearing about the conclusion of this issue from Oregon. 

VR (and best wishes always), 
Kelly 
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Raines GS12 Rick H 

From: Burton GS09 Thomas H 
Sent: Monday, March 19,200l lo:06 AM 
To: Raines GS12 Rick H; Paul GS13 Neal N 
Subject: dry cleaners 

Rick 

,The following list summarizes all identified dry-cleaning activities here on Camp Lejeune past and present: 

Actual dry-cleaning operations: Buildings: 25,438 (not-verified), 1500 (not-verified) 
Pick-up/Drop-off Locations: Buildings: 518, 1231, 99-l 6, FC-425, H-l, M-602, RR-1 0, TC-826, TC-830, TT-2467, TT-2478 

Note: The Initial Assessment Study of 1983 indicated that “Although there are many laundry distribution centers located 
within Camp Lejeune and MCAS New River, all dry cleaning is performed in Building 25.” I have not confirmed that 
Buildings 438 and 1500 had any actuai dry cleaning activities. I have a contact (Cynthia Rester) who may <verify the above 
info, she is out today, I will talk with her tomorrow. Otherwise, these are all the identified buildings which hiad dry cleaning 
activities associated. 

Thanx, 

c?!liomas !Burton 
Environmental Engineer 
Installation Restoration Branch 
Environmental Management Division 
Installation and Environment Department 
MCB, Camp Lejeune, NC 
91 o-451 -5068 
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